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INTRODUCTION
The Indian Online Retail is a rich segment waiting to be exploited. Internet is a potent medium
that can serve as a unique platform for the growth of retail brands in India. The medium holds
many virtues favourable for the retail industry including a higher customer penetration, increased
visibility, and convenient operations. The current web-based models for e-tailing are part of an
embryonic phase preceding an era of rapid transformation, challenge, and opportunity in Indian
retail market. The Indian retail market is witnessing a revolution. The growth of internet has
enabled the new retail format of the virtual retailer to emerge and forced the existing retailers to
consider e-tailing model of retailing as well. Online retailing or e-tailing is described as
transactions that are conducted through interactive online computer systems, which link
consumers with sellers electronically, where the buyer and merchant are not at the same physical
location. In a short space of time, internet retailing or e-tailing has firmly established itself as a
viable alternative to store based shopping. This paper attempts to provide a clear picture about
the e-tailing in India and its various issues , opportunities. It also attempts to draw an effective etailing strategy in India based on the detailed survey of e-tailing companies. Simply put,
electronic retailing or e-tailing is the sale of goods online. Companies like Amazon and Dell
were the first to create the online retail industry by putting the entire customer experience—from
browsing products to placing orders to paying for purchases on the Internet. The success of these
and other companies encouraged traditional retailers to create an online presence to augment
their brick-and-mortar outlets. This revolutionary way of selling goods and services has also
gained popularity in India.
ABSTRACT
With rapid growth of the Internet and globalization of market, the retail sector has become an
increasingly competitive and dynamic business environment. Business and marketing activities
are affected by the invent of Internet technologies and the Internet is revolutionizing commerce,
marketing, retailing, shopping and advertising activities of products and services. There are
several attractive attributes of Internet to not only e-customers but also companies on time and
money saving, communicate, convenience, easy accessibility, selection from a wide range of
alternatives, and the availability of information for making decisions and all marketing activities
can be performed via the Internet efficiently. In the era of globalization, companies are using the
Internet technologies to reach out to valued customers and to provide a point of contact 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. E-commerce and e-marketing are the two important terms in the new
Internet-based business domain. E-commerce can be defined as a way of conducting business by
companies and customers performing electronic transactions through the Internet.
Bullish on the growth prospects of the online market, the Indian retail market has observed that
online spending has been skewed toward certain products in e-tailing. E-tailing, which includes
purchases of durable products such as electronic items, home and kitchen appliances, as well as
personal items like apparels and jewellery, constitutes 8 per cent of the overall e-commerce
market in India.
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In general, the activities of e-tailing encompass three main activities. They are:
(i) a product search facility (often referred as a product evaluation or information gathering
facility),
(ii) an on-line purchase function and
(iii) a product delivery capability.
Like general marketing activities of an organization, e-tailers have also stick to the same 4P‟s of
marketing activities. They are: Product, Price, Promotion and Place.
With regard to the right products, e-stores can offer a larger spectrum of product offering like
traditional retailers in categories ranging from electronics to shoes. E-store is the Internet version
of stores that set up electronic storefronts on the Internet. It provides all kinds of products and
renders service to the e-customer at the click of a mouse button and makes money by selling
products directly to e-customers.
When it comes to the right price, e-stores can be operated with low profit margin because they
depend on the policy of "lower cost and higher sales volume". As for the right promotion, estores have unlimited direct marketing, advertising and selling opportunities.
Finally, with regard to the right place; the location of e-stores is not important in the Internet and
e-customer can connect and purchase products and services from the Internet at any time and
place. According to Lim and Dubinsky (2004), e-store is defined as a commercial web site on
which e-customers can shop and make purchases.
E-commerce offers increased market activity for retailers in the form of growing market access
and information and decreased operating and procurement costs. In general, e-tailing industry,
from a business perspective offers an opportunity to cater to consumers across geographies, no
operational timings, unlimited shelf space – and all this with miniscule quantity of infrastructure.
For a country like India, the growth in the e-tailing market is driven by the need to save time by
urban India. The consumers can gain better prices due to the competition and also can enrich
their knowledge on goods and services. Besides with over 2.5 billion internet users, access to
internet has also played an important role in growing the markets. Consumers‟ decision-making
process has considerably changed with the introduction of the Internet as an alternative channel
for shopping. The new wave of consumerism coupled with increasing urbanization and
burgeoning middle class with paradigm shifts in their demographic and psychographic dynamics
have driven consumers frequently to use retail websites to search for product information and/or
make a purchase of products. In India, the shift from physical stores to e-store takes place due to
the in-adequacy of time of consumers and the relatively high disposable incomes as well as due
to a high need for labor-saving goods and services.
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Essentials of e-tailing
To be successful, an e-tailing business must have a few ingredients. It is important to focus on
these components before setting upa virtual store. These essential components are:
1. Attractive business-to-consumer(B2C) e-commerce portal.
2. The right revenue model.
3. E-catalogue: This gives a database of products, with their prices and the available stock.
4. Shopping cart: The customers select their goodies and put them in a virtual shopping cart.
Finally, as in a real store, at the time of checkout, the system calculates the price to be paid for
the products selected.
5. A payment gateway: Customers make payments using their credit/debit cards or with e-cash
through this gateway. Therefore, this payment mechanism must be fully secure.
Top E-Retailers in India & What they sell :
Flipkart.com: Books, mobile phones, digital cameras, laptops, watches, clothing and
other products
• Snapdeal.com: Mobiles, laptops, appliances, clothes, shoes
• Fashion and you.com: Branded clothing, shoes, hand bags, watches, home décor,
accessories for men and women
• Myntra.com: Apparel, branded footwear, accessories
• eBay: Consumer electronics products, fashion apparel, collectibles, sporting goods,
digital cameras, baby items, watches, coupons, etc
• Homeshop18: Mobiles, cameras, home and kitchen appliances, jewellery, fashion
products, health and beauty products
• Rediff Shopping: Gifts, mobiles, electronics, clothes and shoes
Note: Myntra.com was acquired by Flipkart.com in May 2014
APPREHENSIONS REGARDING E-RETAILING
With no direct interaction between the e-retailer and consumers, lack of "touch & feel
experience" of products, the consumers are unable to trust new e-retailers with respect to safe
and timely deliveries. Consumer's privacy may be put to stake, increasing the possibility of
fraud. Some other concerns may be enlisted as:
Controlling Customer Data :As the delivery services are becoming more modern in using
information technology, e-tailers may face some risks to properly handle on their consumer data.
The data related to the socioeconomic status of customers to their buying patterns and
preferences, helps intermediaries and shippers reduce costs.
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Problems With Payment System: People in India are not accustomed to the online shopping
system and moreover the online payment system through the credit card is also totally alien to
them. Most of them do not avail of the transaction facilities offered by the credit cards. They are
also dubious regarding the online payment system through the credit cards. Companies should
protect their system from hackers as customers often worry about theft of their personal
information, such as a credit card number. Both technological and legal tools should be used to
enhance the security of e-commerce
Lack Of Full Cost Disclosure: It is easy to compare the basic price of an item online, it may not
be easy to see the total cost up front as additional fees such as shipping are often not be
mentioned.
Handling Returns: The problem of returns is very much prominent in e-tailing businesses in
India. The customers can return defective or unwanted merchandise which he receives. Ecommerce retailers, with their emphasis on convenience and customization, must match this
standard of service. At present, they do not.
Delivering The Goods Cost Effectively: At present, every single transaction challenges etailors to deliver the goods quickly, cheaply and conveniently. The existing mode for home
delivery works well for letters and flat packages but not for e-tailing as it encompasses with high
volumes and wide variety of package shapes and sizes.
Problems With Shipping: The customers using the online shopping channel should be assured
that the products that they have ordered would reach them in due time.
Offline Presence: The customers of India should be assured that the online retailers are not only
available online but offline as well. This gives them psychological comfort and trust. The
concept of e- retailing or online retailing in India has not gained prominence as Indians prefer to
touch the products physically before buying them. Studies have also revealed the preferences of
the customers towards the traditional shopping methods. Hence the online retailer in India should
first make it a point to spot the potential customers and accordingly plan out the product.
Language Problem: Most internet retail shops use English as their mode of communication.
English may not be comprehensible to the majority of the Indian population. To increase the
customer base, content in the online retail shops should be provided in local language.
Factors Enabling The Growth of E-Retailing in India
With the economic slowdown worldwide, many retailers who preferred having a presence are
looking to go online at minimal costs and keep the sales increasing. Compare to a traditional
brick and mortar store front which has a commercial address and where address and where
customers can transact face-to-face, e-store is relatively small, convenient and low-cost start-up.
The only costs involve in the e-tailing platform include the monthly hosting and ISP bills. With a
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web-site, an online retail has the adaptability to gauge the market condition and market
attractions accordingly. The opportunities of e-tailing industry in India are as follows
Convenience: Normally, online stores are usually available 24 hours a day, and many consumers
have internet access both at work and at home.
Price & Selection: One of the biggest advantages of online shopping is to find out quickly deals
for items at services with many different vendors. Search engines , on-line price comparison
services and discovering shopping items can be used to find out sellers for a particular products
or services. Some retailers also offer free shipping on sufficiently large orders. Searching an
online catalogue can be faster than browsing the physical catalogue of a brick and mortar store.
Market Research: Retailers can use their online presence as a tool to gain valuable customer
information to forecast future customer demand. Online market research has some powerful
advantages, such as monitoring real-time buying decisions. In addition, online customers have
the knowledge and experience necessary to answer the questions, which produces more accurate
and reliable data.
Online Customer Service: In India, websites are becoming new channels for conducting
customer service; therefore their general acceptance level will increase, due to the benefits
provided to customers. For example, a customer could ask for a product introduction or a
personalised product in the pre-purchase stage, and could also check the delivery status online.
All such services can be available uninterrupted online, which is almost impossible in the
physical world, due to the cost.
Promotional Tool: A website can be used as a medium to conduct promotional experiments,
due to the wide reach of the internet, and the low cost. Therefore , it will be a great opportunity
for Indian companies to promote their businesses.
Marketing Tool: As indicated by Peterson et al. (1997), a website is also an effective channel to
communicate with customers. Organizations do not need to rely solely on one-way
communication media, such as TV and newspapers. The internet provides a two-way
communication channel. As a new communication channel, the internet can provide benefits to
retailers, such as low costs, interactivity, personalization, and continuous communication. In this
connection, Wang et al. (2002) have suggested that by better understanding consumers through
customer relationship management, marketers can employ relationship marketing techniques in
the retail market to provide personalized services.
No Land Cost. E-retailers do not require sophisticated showrooms in prime locations, and
operate through their websites or portals. This significantly saves the store maintenance costs,
which are pretty high for physical store retailers.
Enhanced Client Communication. E-tailing enables personalized interaction with customers.
Universal Reach. A supermarket has a limited geographical area of operation. It caters only to a
limited number of customers of a particular locality, but a website can be accessed from any part
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of the globe, which increases its market multifold. Such websites also serve as a good medium of
advertising at a minimum cost, and reach out to the world.
Effortless & Joyful. Online shopping saves time. Shopping in the comfort of your home through
the Internet is a huge attraction for customers.
Accessibility. The online store is accessible 24×7 and delivers your products home. That saves
time and effort.
Price Comparability. Online shoppers can compare the prices of the products they want to buy
with competitive sites, and then go for the purchase.
No Duplication Of Products. Branded products are sold at competitive prices on credible online
portals. This reassures the consumer that no duplicated, low quality products will be sold on
these sites.
Having a look at a deeper spectrum, the tipping point in all these and other similar case
studies has been the convergence of two factors. The first of these is the rise of a sizeable
class of Internet-habituated consumers, while the second is the creation of an ecosystem
essential for e-tailing’s growth. In India’s case, both these factors are poised to fall into
place rapidly.
A. Internet-Habituated Consumer Base
In any country where e-tailing has achieved reasonable success, consumers have shown signs of
evolution on two dimensions which has enabled e-tailing market‘s growth- access to the Internet
and Internet usage beyond browsing. In India, consumers are displaying positive traction on both
of these. In 2012, ~120 million Indian consumers accessed the Internet at least once a month
(also referred to as active user base). This number is often critiqued for the quality of users.
For instance, it is argued that very few (<15%) have access to the Internet via broadband
(assuming that the number of users is equal to the number of broadband connections), and may
thus be insignificant for e-tailing. This argument is not completely incorrect- the quality of
Internet access does play a key role in enabling consumers to shop online. Therefore, it is
important to look at access to the Internet in conjunction with the quality of access (which we
will address in the subsequent point, along with how broadband access needs to be interpreted).
The Internet browsing behavior of Indians has dramatically changed in the past two years. This
change has been almost disruptive - Indian consumers today are not only spending longer hours
on the Internet, but also conducting myriad activities that were non-existent a few years ago.
Internet browsing is becoming a habit for a sizeable population in urban India, i.e. cities, towns,
and semi-urban clusters. Internet is rapidly becoming a part of more and more Indian lives across
the spectrum of ―online‖ activities. India‘s Internet users are rapidly graduating to complex and
interactive Internet usage, from merely accessing e-mails and casual browsing in the past. Over
time, Indian consumers are becoming more transactional online; this is only expected to grow.
The pace of this change can be gauged by mapping examples like the spurt in the number of
monthly Internet banking transactions registered by the State Bank of India.
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For the creation of this vast user base, credit is due to the travel portals, e-tailers (estimated 200+
active e-tailing sites), social media, and the migration to the Internet of government services like
Indian Railways reservations and online filing of income tax returns. Over the past few years,
they have invested time, money, and effort to ensure that consumers transact online through
multiple means; they have offered convenient online interfaces, attractive offers and services like
cash-on-delivery, EMIs, hassle-free returns, etc., and advertised in the mass media. These
Internet users are imperative for the growth of Indian e-tailing. This increasing number of such
Internet habituated consumers will continue to grow unabated driven by increasing access, use of
interactive options, and migration of essential services to the Internet. This proliferation of
Internet usage will alter the manner in which such Internet-habituated consumers (especially
urban) will pick up trends, form opinions, learn about new things, and consume merchandise.
What makes the growth of e-tailing more compelling is the fact that such an Internet-habituated
consumer is currently spread across India, i.e. is geographically dispersed. This dispersion does
not allow for the accumulation of enough demand for brick & mortar retailers to open stores. Yet
these same consumers, aggregated at a pan-India level, become an attractive opportunity for eretailers.
There are two key reasons why such trends emerge.
The first is India‘s demography- India is predominantly young with a median age of 26 years.
This will continue to be the case for the next ten years, with the projected median age of 29 years
in 2020. By 2020, 40% of India would have been born after the launch of the Internet and mobile
phones in the country. Thus, for a sizeable mass of Indians, access to the Internet and the use of
mobile phones will be a norm to which they won‘t have to make transition to, unlike previous
generations. For these young consumers, spending time on the Internet will be as normal as
watching television is for today‘s consumers. This key pillar is thus quickly falling into place to
facilitate the growth of India‘s e tailing sector.
The second reason lies in the quality of urbanization which forces urban consumers to look for
convenience in all modes of living, including shopping. Each day is increasingly packed with an
ever greater range of activities, leaving ever lesser time for such discretionary activities as
shopping. 66% of the urban Indian‘s time is taken up by sleep, time spent at work, and
commuting to work, resulting in just a third of their time for other activities like socializing,
household chores, spending time with children, health, leisure and entertainment, and shopping.
These consumers are therefore seeking alternatives that can free up more time in their crunched
schedules. This trend is accentuated by the increasing participation of women in the workforce.
Most of these consumers also spend significant time at work and home with access to both the
Internet and Internet-enabled devices. Thus, there is a disruptive growth in the adoption of
Internet and mobile banking, online travel bookings, etc.
B. E-tailing Enabling Infrastructure
There are two key infrastructure elements which will enable the growth of e-tailing:
a. Penetration of devices through which to access the Internet
b. Proliferation of technologies enabling Internet access
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a. Penetration of devices through which to access the Internet
Access to the Internet requires Internet-supporting devices, which can be broadly classified into
PCs/laptops, mobile phones (smartphones), and tablets. The penetration of these devices is
rapidly increasing. The usage of laptops and PCs is growing steadily, driven by increasing
affordability and need. By 2020, it is projected that 150 million users will have either a laptop or
a PC. However, a disruptive change is expected to be brought about by the proliferation of smart
devices, i.e. smartphones and tablets. In 2012, India had over 900 million mobile subscriptions
across 380 million mobile phone users. By 2020, mobile phone users are projected to increase to
~600 million. However, these mobile phone users will switch from feature phones (phones that
lack data processing capability) to smartphones (phones that can process data). This will happen
because of the availability of good quality smartphones at sub INR 5000 (~USD 100) price
points.
The penetration of tablets will also follow a similar trend. Currently, there are 4 million tablet
users, but an equal number is getting added every year. If the trend continues, there will be 36
million tablet users by 2020. However, if tablet makers break the price barrier and make a
functional tablet available at under USD 100, then the number of tablet users in India will
increase manifold by 2020.
As per eMarketer estimates, mobile devices (tablets and smartphones) accounted for 11% of all
US retail e-commerce sales in 2012, and are expected to reach 15% this year. Mobile devices can
be an important e-tailing driver for India too.
There are three reasons why smart mobile devices are critical for the growth of e-tailing in
India. One, these devices are becoming more affordable. Second, these devices are also more
accessible for use vis-à-vis laptops and PCs. Third, technological advancements have made it
easy to access the Internet via these devices. The use of mobiles to access the Internet is a fast
growing phenomenon. As per industry sources, of the over 70 million mobile Internet users,
there are 20 million mobile-only Internet users in India. Half of these, or 10 million, use smart
phones to access the Internet. With the growth of the mobile-only Internet generation, this
number is projected to grow manifold over the next few years making mobile commerce (mcommerce) a potentially important channel in India.
b. Proliferation of technologies enabling Internet access
i. Broadband /Narrowband connections
ii. Mobile Internet
Why is it important for E-tailing to grow in India?
The formalization and growth of e-tailing will play a pivotal role in bringing sustainability and
economic viability to many facets of the economy. It will provide both direct and indirect
employment as well as support such infrastructure industries as logistics, telecom, etc. by
creating demand. It will spur entrepreneurship by providing business opportunities to
merchandise vendors and service providers, and reduce transaction costs (tax leakages,
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distribution costs, etc.) by providing accessibility to quality products / solutions in an efficient
manner. In summary, the growth of e-tailing in India will positively have four broad impacts:
A. Generate employment
B. Facilitate growth of allied industries
C. Promote entrepreneurship
D. Reduce transaction costs
A. Generate Employment
E-tailing‘s employment potential, which is rarely discussed because of its current size and scale,
entails two dimensions the absolute volume of employment, and the attractiveness of e-tailing as
a destination for high quality talent. As per estimates, e-tailing has the potential to generate direct
employment for nearly 1.45 million people by 2021. Employment in logistics is presently
generated by third party logistics (3PL) providers who are engaged in order deliveries, and, in
some cases, with e-tailers who have in-house last mile delivery expertise. However, these are
severely limited in terms of capabilities and scale. With the growth of e-tailing to the projected
size of USD 76 billion by 2021, the logistics industry will witness the emergence of players with
scale. To tap this opportunity, some of the existing players may grow in size, while other
established logistics solution providers may tweak their business models. Many new players may
also emerge. In either case, the spurt of e-tailing will call for delivery capabilities that will in turn
require the deployment of a vast number of feet on the ground, creating a potential 0.8 million
jobs by 2021.
B. Facilitate Growth of Allied Industries
E-tailing becomes a viable business model when it efficiently generates demand, sources
products from vendors, and delivers them to consumers. Conceptually, this is not very different
from traditional brick & mortar retailing. However, unlike brick & mortar retailing, e-tailing
does not require the opening of physical stores to capture consumer demand. Instead, it needs an
effective and inspiring website through which customers can access product information and
place orders. This requires the coming together of many stakeholders so that the website stands
out amid the crowd of the Internet, anticipates customer needs to display the right products, and
holds the customer‘s imagination all the way to a purchase. Once the order is placed, it passes
through another set of stakeholders who bring the ordered product to the customer‘s doorstep.
Most e-tailers therefore view themselves as supply chain and technology integrators who manage
a complex web of many stakeholders (besides direct employees), each of whom brings in
specialist skills and roles to the e-tailing process.E-tailing becomes a viable business model when
it efficiently generates demand, sources products from vendors, and delivers them to consumers.
Conceptually, this is not very different from traditional brick & mortar retailing. However, unlike
brick & mortar retailing, e-tailing does not require the opening of physical stores to capture
consumer demand. Instead, it needs an effective and inspiring website through which customers
can access product information and place orders. This requires the coming together of many
stakeholders so that the website stands out amid the crowd of the Internet, anticipates customer
needs to display the right products, and holds the customer‘s imagination all the way to a
purchase. Once the order is placed, it passes through another set of stakeholders who bring the
ordered product to the customer‘s doorstep. Most e-tailers therefore view themselves as supply
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chain and technology integrators who manage a complex web of many stakeholders (besides
direct employees), each of whom brings in specialist skills and roles to the e-tailing process.
The E-tailing Ecosystem and Key Stakeholders
Marketing
• Marketing and promotion agencies
• Entrepreneurs – Application developers,
bloggers, third-party website owners
• Search engines
Customer Care
•Call Centers
•Telecom Operators
E-commerce Websites
• Technology
- Web designers & developers
- IT professionals
- Freelance developers
- SMEs in technology solutions
space
- Hardware/software providers
• Payment Gateways
- Banks
- Credit card companies
- Telecom operators
• Photographers,
Content Writers,
Stylists & Models
Warehousing & Packaging
Warehouse Owners
• Packaging Material
Suppliers
• Technology Device
Suppliers
• Airlines (Domestic cargo)
• Third Party Logistics (3PL)
providers

Merchandise
• Merchandise
Suppliers/ Vendors
• Freelance Designers/
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Boutiques
This demonstrates that the biggest beneficiaries of growth of e-tailing will be:
• Merchandise suppliers
• Infrastructure & service provider firms viz. logistics, warehousing, banking, technology, and
marketing
• People employed in the e-tailing industry
The growth of e-tailing will enable the growth of these allied industries and functions.
Here it is important to highlight the interdependence of the evolution of the logistics industry on
e-tailing‘s growth and vice-versa. Logistics solutions for e-tailing demand the creation of the
capability to service orders directly to customers. It requires central warehousing capabilities in
order to receive merchandise in bulk from the vendors, and pick up and process this merchandise
as individual orders. Given the geographical complexity, suboptimal infrastructure and
regulatory variations across the country, logistics in India has always been challenging. It has
also been more of a B2B service, with the result that the B2C logistics ecosystem, which requires
customer interaction, cash handling (cash-on-delivery being ~50-60% of all deliveries), and
returns handling, is still a new and underdeveloped capability for third party logistics (3PL)
providers.
Some of the more established e-tailers have invested in setting up their own last mile delivery
networks, which is the only ‗tangible‘ customer interaction, and also because most 3PL players
are still in the process of developing efficient and comprehensive logistics networks. This is
however changing. Many 3PL providers are now geared up to service e-tailing clients and
building dedicated verticals for this purpose while many others are fast adding the capabilities
required for this sector. Many new e-tailing focused players have emerged. Some e-tailers are
transitioning their logistics arms into service providers for other e-tailers as well. This move is
the outcome of necessity, given the lack of viable alternatives.
Ideally, e-tailers will be more than happy to outsource last mile delivery to a specialist viz. a 3PL
provider. This sector has the potential to benefit by ~USD 5 billion annually by 2021. It is
interesting to envisage a role for India Post in the last mile delivery. India has ~ 21000 pin codes,
and most 3PL players are able to reach about 8000-10000 pin codes at best. India Post, with its
formidable network across urban and rural India, and its already established mechanism to
handle money orders, can harness this opportunity in a big way. Recent media reports indicate
that it already has its eyes on this emerging space.
Internationally, case studies of the US Postal Service (US) and Deutsche Post (Germany)
demonstrate that these organizations have attempted to remain relevant in the changing times by
tapping into and benefitting from the growth of e-tailing in their respective countries. Both these
organizations are significant players in delivering parcels to e-tailing customers A similar
interdependence should be explored between the growth of e-tailing and benefits to other
industries like domestic air cargo, telecom, and banking.
C. Promote Entrepreneurship
One of the most successful arguments in favor of e-tailing‘s business model is its ability to boost
entrepreneurship. Many of today‘s leading e-tailing businesses were start-ups a few years ago.
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This trend continues as more and more names join this list. However, it is a less talked about fact
that the growth of e-tailing creates enabling conditions for entrepreneurship across the entire e
tailing value chain. E-tailing will positively impact the development of entrepreneurship in India
in two ways:
a. Easy Access to Consumer Markets
The growth of e-tailing will result in the emergence of tremendous opportunities for merchandise
vendors to explore new consumer markets, both domestic and international, and also achieve
scale. This will not only attract existing vendors to e-tailing but it will also witness the creation
of new businesses that will want to tap this opportunity. India is a base for many vendors that
service world-renowned brands and retailers. The country is also a base for proprietary and
ethnic merchandise products that have a vast global appeal. However, existing structures and
transaction costs do not allow these vendors to fully explore domestic and global opportunities.
E-tailing can emerge as an enabling platform for vendors to tap such opportunities as cross
border tie-ups which either leverage e-tailing‘s reach to access regional markets, reach out to
leading e-tailers for vendor opportunities, or launch own e-tailing routes and directly reach out to
customers. Such a range of possibilities can prove to be a boon to the pockets of numerous local
artisans who make a myriad of products ranging from fashion wear to home improvement e.g.
Shekhawati furniture, Moradabad brassware, Kolhapuri footwear, Channapatna toys, etc. Such
opportunities will not only spur the demand for an increased vendor base but will also catalyze
the deployment of capital required to increase the capabilities needed to service this demand.
The mention of an online Indian ethnicwear player is merited to support this argument. In its ten
year-long journey, this India-based player has managed to build a successful e-tailing business
that focuses on Non-Resident Indians (NRIs), i.e. Indian-origin people living outside India. The
player procures and customizes ethnicwear for women and men from over a 1000 vendors, and
sells these products directly to customers. The business earns foreign exchange, is understood to
be profitable, and has successfully created a market with direct access to NRIs in over 30
countries. An evolved e-tailing business environment can thus serve as a strong catalyst for
merchandise vendors to explore many such direct-to-customer global opportunities in a number
of ways.
b. Create opportunities to build new capabilities as service providers
While some e-tailing interventions are similar to those of brick & mortar retail, the key
difference for an e-tailer lies in the technology, marketing, packaging, and logistics interventions.
We have already seen how e-tailing is leading to the emergence of newer players in the logistics
space. The growth of e-tailing also creates numerous opportunities for entrepreneurship in the
technology, packaging, and marketing domains. In many instances, e-tailers require these
functions to provide very specific and nearly customized solutions, which may lack scale and
thus not attract big service providers. Then again, there are cases wherein vendors simply don‘t
exist to cater to such needs. Therefore, many freelancers, start-ups and small enterprises move in
early to leverage this opportunity. This scenario has fuelled the start-up culture around e-tailing
in mature markets. A similar scenario will play out in India; as, by 2021, such firms, small
enterprises, and freelancers will have the potential to earn ~USD 7.5 billion annually by
providing services to e-tailing businesses. The profiles of such entrepreneurial ventures will be as
diverse as the services they provide (Exhibit 15), and they will require specialized skills ranging
from creative writing to statistics.
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Services for E-tailing
Analytics firms / individuals - Analyze consumer behavior and other information for insights and
decision making inputs
Freelance blog writers, independent website owners(Marketing) - Attract new customers to the
website
Content writers(Content Development) - Write content for the website and for the merchandise
on the website & Continuously update it for relevance
Web design & development agencies(Web Design & Development) - Design and develop
websites that are constantly upgraded for a superior customer experience
Small packaging design and manufacturing firms(Packaging) - Develop, design, and
manufacture packaging solutions.
Currently, such service providers (for e-tailing in India) are in the early stages of building
capabilities. The inflection point will come with the growth of e-tailing along projected lines.
Until such time, service providers will remain dormant, waiting to be tapped. It is often argued
that the growth of e-commerce (without e-tailing) can also fuel this growth. But the experience
of mature e-tailing markets suggests that e-commerce without e-tailing lacks the potency to
allow such service providers to thrive. For instance, the bulk of the work done by the analytics
industry, in developed e-tailing markets, is driven by merchandise retail.
D. Reduce Transaction Costs
One of the biggest advantages of e-tailing‘s business model is its ingrained ability to reduce
transaction costs. Transaction costs here refer to the costs incurred in making an economic
exchange, which, in retailing, involve three elements:
• Cost of distribution of goods
• Use of leverage (credit) in the supply chain
• (Un)certainty of tax receipts
Retailing in India involves high transaction costs. Market structure and infrastructure
inadequacies are the key reasons for this high cost. A normal retail transaction in India involves
the movement of goods through a multi-layered distribution system from the
producer/manufacturer to the customer. These layers of the distribution system entail
distributors, wholesalers, dealers, etc. who sit across geographies in a layered hierarchy.
There are three challenges with such a structure :
The first challenge is that each layer of distribution adds an extra cost in making the goods reach
the final consumer. In this process, this structure makes the price of the goods higher for both the
consumer and the manufacturer (due to a fixed price regime). The second challenge is the
existence of credit in the system which strains the working capital of all stakeholders. Many a
times, the layers in the system primarily act as financers to facilitate the movement of goods
from manufacturers to consumers. One key reason for the presence of such an arrangement is the
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lag between the time of sale at the customer end and the time the manufacturer becomes aware of
it. The third challenge is that most retail transactions at point of sale are in cash. This creates a
leeway in the system for tax leakages, viz. under-invoicing, under-reportage of sales, etc.
The projected growth of e-tailing in India will successfully address all the three challenges. The
cost of distribution will reduce because the multi-layered distribution system will be replaced by
an order fulfillment process arranged in a hub and spoke model. The layers of distributors will
not be required here as this role will be fulfilled by warehousing and logistics operations which
offer margin enhancement opportunities for manufacturers and better prices for consumers.
Again, given that e-tailing is made possible by the electronic medium of the Internet, the
immediate recording of point of sale data and payment receipts, and the absence of
intermediaries in e-tailing chain allows smoother and faster flow of money and information from
the customer to the e-tailer and subsequently to the manufacturer. This has the potential to
drastically improve the manufacturer‘s and the e-tailer‘s ability to manage business with lesser
working capital and reduces the credit levels in the system. Finally, e-tailing‘s business model
provides a transparent retailing environment for both the customer and the e-tailer. E-tailing
provides an electronic point of sale that records sales and thereby creates a certainty in the
system about the actual volume/value of sales. Even if the customer decides to pay in cash (i.e.
through cash-on-delivery), this eliminates any scenarios of under-invoicing and under-reportage.
An explicit advantage of this system is that it increases the certainty of tax receipts (i.e. of VAT,
CST, etc.).
Will E-tailing’s growth be at the cost of traditional retail?
One reservation against e-tailing has been its perceived threat to traditional retail. As per recent
estimate, corporatized retail (of which e-tailing is a subset) will grow from the current level of
~7% of the total retail market to around 20%, by 2021, even in a best case scenario.
Of this 20%, e-tailing will constitute a 5.3% share, worth USD 76 billion. One key reason for
this rather low share is the fact that Food & Grocery (which forms 67% of the total retail market)
will not migrate to e-tailing. World over, e-tailers have struggled to develop a successful
business model for Food & Grocery (F&G) e-tailing. The nature of consumer behavior, product
perish ability, and supply chain issues relating to sourcing and storage are some of the issues due
to which Food & Grocery has not found a viable e-tailing route. In India, the consumption
patterns and supply chain issues pertaining to Food & Grocery are even more complex.
Consequently, e tailing‘s growth in India will mirror the trends of more mature e-tailing markets
and will be driven by non-food categories.
Another supporting fact is that while 67% of India‘s total retail is comprised by Food & Grocery,
only 3% of this can be attributed to corporatized brick & mortar retail; this will at best increase
to 5% by 2021. This implies that ~95% of the Food & Grocery market will remain with
traditional retail even a decade from now.
At present, electronics, apparel & lifestyle, and books/music/video categories dominate the etailing space in India. While these categories will continue to dominate, many other non-food
categories will be successful in exploring e-tailing as a viable medium. It is noteworthy that
many of these non food categories are already sold through corporatized brick & mortar stores.
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These categories (like apparel, footwear, and electronics) have already registered a high degree
of penetration in corporatized retail and as a result, the threat of e-tailing‘s growth at the cost of
traditional retail is unfounded.
Thus, the growth of e-tailing in non-food categories will see two scenarios unfold:
a. E-tailing will complement existing corporatized retail, with many such retailers exploring e
tailing as a compelling additional channel of distribution.
b. E-tailing will capture incremental non-F&G retail consumption which will get created by the
sustained economic growth and high share of private consumption.
Despite e-tailing‘s strong growth, traditional retail will grow in value from the current USD 455
billion in 2012 to USD 1152 billion in 2021. It is estimated that another 9 million people will get
added to traditional retail in the next decade, taking the number of direct employees from 22
million in 2012 to 31 million by 2021. Thus, e-tailing will neither impact traditional retail value
growth, nor cause employment loss in any notable manner.
While e-tailing‘s growth is not going to adversely impact traditional retail stores, the challenges
in the Indian retail sector have less to do with fragmented points of sale (traditional retail stores),
and more to do with an inefficient and broken supply chain. The go-to-market approach for any
merchandise brand in India requires the brand to build its own distribution network for its goods
to reach the desired retail shops. This is not only an undesirable cost but also limits that brand‘s
access to an optimum number of retail shelves. This also diverts the brand‘s capital away from
product innovation to distribution. E-tailing can play a crucial role in consolidating wholesale &
distribution, and in developing India-specific business models. By virtue of the advantages
discussed in previous sections, e-tailing can bring down the cost of distribution and can
complement the growth of traditional retail.
Conclusion
E-tailing‘s potential cannot be tapped on the premise that investments by a few organizations
will unlock this opportunity. Going forward, the projected size of e-tailing by 2021 will not be
composed of pure e-tailing companies, as is largely the case today.
E-tailing‘s opportunity will be captured by three set of players:
• Some of the existing, pure e-tailing businesses will manage to build sustainable businesses and
grow in size. Many new pure play e-tailing start-ups will also tap the market.
• Many of the current brick & mortar retailers (both traditional and corporatized) will succeed in
viewing e-tailing not as an extension but as an important business growth driver.
• Similarly, many consumer brands will also build e-tailing businesses as a direct go-to-market
approach.
E-tailing is an integrator of technology, logistics, and infrastructure, and creates a relatively
efficient marketplace for vendors and consumers. At present, the Indian e-tailing market is
limited by its incapability to play the role of an efficient integrator. Projection for the growth of
e-tailing is based on the premise that the current capability of e-tailing will be significantly
transformed, which will require the infusion of both capital and knowledge. This role has been
played in other places by retailers, technology companies, venture capitalists, and private equity
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investors. Given the fact that the current share of corporatized retail is under 10%, and that the
domestic venture capital industry is still in its infancy, policymakers will need to seek a
rapprochement with investment and expertise from overseas players. E-tailing possesses the
potency to create new capabilities which India needs and offer viable employment to Indian
youth over the next decade. It has the prowess to act as a catalyst and support the growth of new
skills and industries. If e-tailing is ignored as a non-descript and trivial entity, it will be another
case of a birth with congenital disorders, akin to brick & mortar retail.
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